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======================================================
Language can’t remain stagnant; therefore it changes from time to time either by
incorporating new words from another language or by extending the meanings of already
existing words. Lexical borrowings are important for the development and growth of any
language. If a language doesn’t accept a new word or a language is protected from
coming in contact with other languages, it will lead to its death.
Language contact is one of the major reasons of lexical borrowings. Most of the time
when two languages come in contact with each other it results in the influence of one
language on another. One of the prominent arenas which is influenced by language
contact is vocabulary i.e. words of one language get incorporated into the other language.
This incorporation of words of one language into another is borrowing. Borrowing is the
outcome of language contact and words can go in both directions between the two
languages in contact. However, it is not symmetrical mostly, more words can go from
one side to the other and the process of borrowing is not random. One of the common
reasons of borrowing a word from another language is the need of a word for referring to
a concept, which is new to its speakers. Therefore, the inadequacy in the language
prompts its speakers to use a word from a foreign language. It also depends on many
other factors like power, prestige, and status of the source language and also on the
attitude of people towards it, which makes the objects, and ideas it brings desirable and
useful to the borrowing language. Sometimes a language enjoys the status of being more
prestigious, powerful and of a higher status among people. To enhance the status of the
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native language a word from the language of a higher status is chosen. In this article, I
have thrown a fresh light on the English borrowings in Kashmiri.
Keywords: Lexical Borrowings, Kashmiri, Borrowings, English Lexical Borrowings in
Kashmiri – Revisited
K:sur as called by its native speakers or Kashmiri as called by non native speakers is
spoken mostly in the valley of Kashmir in India and by Kashmiris settled outside
Kashmir. Kashmiri is classified to be the part of the Dardic group of the Indo- Aryan
Family as per the general consensus amongst historical linguists. The variety spoken in
and around Srinagar is considered to be the standard, which is widely used in the media
and literature. Kashmiri has been under the influence of Urdu on one side and English on
the other side. Most Perso - Arabic words have come through Urdu into Kashmiri
whereas most English words found their way in Kashmiri through the contact with
British. It won’t be wrong to say that it is the historical background of Kashmir, which
has been primarily responsible for the language contact of Urdu and English with
Kashmiri.
Most of the time when two languages come in contact with each other it results in
the influence of one language on another. One of the prominent arenas which is
influenced by language contact is vocabulary i.e. words of one language get incorporated
into the other language. This incorporation of words of one language into another is
borrowing. Borrowing is the outcome of language contact and words can go in both
directions between the two languages in contact. However, it is not symmetrical mostly,
more words can go from one side to the other and the process of borrowing is not
random. One of the common reasons of borrowing a word from another language is the
need of a word for referring to a concept, which is new to its speakers. Therefore, the
inadequacy in the language prompts its speakers to use a word from a foreign language.
It also depends on many other factors like power, prestige, and status of the source
language and also on the attitude of people towards it, which makes the objects, and ideas
it brings desirable and useful to the borrowing language. Sometimes a language enjoys
the status of being more prestigious, powerful and of a higher status among people. To
enhance the status of the native language a word from the language of a higher status is
chosen.
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Definitions and literature review of Borrowing
In linguistics, borrowing usually refers to lexical borrowing, which happens mostly when
one language comes in contact with another, but in some cases structural (phonological,
morphological and syntactic) patterns can be borrowed as well. Haspelmath (2009: 3839) distinguishes material borrowing (the borrowing of “sound-meaning pairs, generally
lexemes”) and structural borrowing (“the copying of syntactic, morphological or
semantic patterns”).
According to Martinet (1966: 163) borrowing is a particular example of interference
already established (i.e. accepted and used) in the recipient language.
Borrowings have been used as “to refer to the incorporation of foreign elements into the
speakers’ native language” (Thomason & Kaufman 1988:21), i.e. as a synonym of
adoption (Thomason Kaufman uses the term substratum interference for ‘imposition’,
and interference as a cover term for ‘borrowing/adoption’ and ‘substratum Interference/
imposition’.
According to McMahon (1994:204) borrowings can get integrated into language or added
to language.
As per Wardhaugh (2000:37), the motivation for borrowing and the extent to which
lexical borrowings can occur depend on different social factors that vary from one
contact situation to another.
The two reasons that have been mentioned most of the times are “need” and “prestige”
and that is what has been found in the present research. The main reason for borrowing
words is found to be the need for that word and to some extent the high prestige of
English language. Nowadays, English being spoken widely as a global language has
influenced most languages of the world and Kashmiri is not an exception. English has
made its presence felt prominently in most domains in Kashmiri. The reason for this is
Kashmiri is used only at home whereas the official language is Urdu and the medium of
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instruction in Educational institutions is either Urdu or English. Apart from it, most
students prefer to go to English medium schools rather than Urdu medium schools unless
they are economically not sound.
Some of the words, which have been in use actively in Kashmiri for quite some time, are
given below. I have not dealt with the detailed morphological analysis, however, I have
thrown some light on the usage of the borrowed words and the use of inflections in
different domains. These words are very common and widely used by people irrespective
of their age, gender, education etc.
Most of the words which are borrowed are due to the expansion of the vocabulary in
modern technology or words for concepts which had not been the part of the Kashmiri
culture.
Borrowings

As pronounced by Kashmiris

Common Inflections

Technology
Radio





TV

TV

Computer



Internet



Software









Website











Browser











Server









Server

--------

Charge









Charger









Mobile









Missed Call
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Charges







--------

Prepaid









Postpaid









Call alert

k

Call waiting



Barr



--------

Telephone





ISD

--------

--------

STD call

STD 





STD 

Lab or laboratory

 









Cable

 









Channel

 









Station


















STD (meaning phone booth)

Mode of Transport
Bus













Stop (bus stop)

 









Station (railway station)











Rail













Rail

gaed









Train

 









Counter











Line (meaning que)













Auto
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Truck













Driver











Conductor









One way











Speed breaker

 







Highway











Speed

 









Parking

















 









 

















 

































Education
School

 

University



Teacher

 









Syllabus











Attendance









--------

Register











Stapler











Copy (meaning notebook),



Question Paper







Answer sheet











Additional sheet
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Centre

 









Paper pin











Rubber (eraser)

 









officer)









Drill





Duty





Trade and commerce


Business
Business man











Import



Export



Show room











Factory

 









Sale











Company











Call Centre











Bank

 









Saving











Recurring











Fixed

 











---------------

(meaning savings account)

ATM
Home and Kitchen
Gas
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Cylinder

surrender (: is also used)
‘:: (from daan ) or :: (taken from
hindi/Urdu Chulla)( stove)

Burner



Cooker or pressure cooker

 

Rice cooker

 

  

Grinder



 

Mixer



 

Juicer



 

Tent



 

Blower



 

Heater



 

Geyser

 

Mug or jug



Bottle



  or   








 









Cosmetics
Powder









--------

Eyeliner











Lip liner











Mascara











Lipstick











Gel

 







--------

Vaseline









--------

Pin (hair pin)
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Rubber band







Health related
Tension









, 

Doctor











Nurse

 









Ward

 









Pressure

 









Sugar

 









Heart (for heart problem)

 









Aids

 









Cancer

knsr

knsr

(many people say t  meaning cancer)
gat

Gout

gavut

Syringe











Injection











Miscellenous (words added due to turmoil)
Crackdown

 

Searchlight



Bunker





Military

militari

--------

Army

armi

--------

Curfew









 

Parade
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march-past











Grenade









 

Interrogation

 







AK47

AK47

Encounter











Bomb

 









Commando

kmando

Militant



AK47

-------






Analysis and Observations:
Haugen [1950: 212-213] in his model, defines the linguistic changes resulting from
borrowing using two key terms – importation and substitution. In the importation, the
original form and pronunciation of a particular feature are retained as part of the transfer
process from the source language to the recipient language, while the substitution is said
to have occurred when the borrowed feature changes in form or pronunciation. This is
what has been seen in our data. After analyzing the data given above, it has been
observed that it is the root word which is being borrowed. The borrowed words undergo
phonological changes as per the recipient language which is Kashmiri. Inflections are
used from Kashmiri to nativize the word. E.g suffixing (i) or (as) as in ,
TV,  , etc. Similarly, inflections from Kashmiri are added for
pluralization as in ,  etc. This is what Poplack & Sankoff
(1984: 130) point out “once a term is accepted into the speech community, and adapted
into a particular phonological form, it is that form which is transmitted across generations
in much the same way as monolingual neologisms”. This is what is happening in case of
borrowings in Kashmiri. The words which are borrowed have become an integral part of
the language and are being carried on from generations to generations along with the
influence of L1. The interference of the speakers' L1 is clearly apparent in borrowed
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words. As an example, instead of saying “school” the word is pronounced as /saku:l/ or
lipstick is pronounced as /lipastik/. Insertion of a vowel is due to the influence of L1.
From the observations, it was concluded that the words which are mostly borrowed are
nouns and the most important reason and the motivation for borrowing words especially
nouns from English to Kashmiri is the need to refer to the ideas or things for which a
word in Kashmiri is not available or has become archaic. For example for the word
school earlier people used “zabar zaet or madras” but at present hardly anyone uses this
term. Similarly, the various semantic fields which have been listed above, most of the
words are related to modern technology like rice cooker, mixer grinder etc. for which
words are not available in Kashmiri. Also, the semantic field listed in Miscellaneous, the
words were borrowed due to the turmoil in Kashmir and they became the part of the
vocabulary because of the frequent usage.
Whereas the above given words have their equivalents in other Indian Languages like
Hindi and Urdu, Kashmiri seems to lack the proper vocabulary updating process in place,
therefore the new words added from English are taking their place in Kashmiri without
being replaced by a Kashmiri equivalent.

Conclusionː
Many languages of the world borrow words temporarily from other languages and in the
due course of time the borrowed words are substituted by native words. Though it does
not seem to happen in case of Kashmiri rapidly, some English words have been replaced
by Kashmiri words by extending the meaning of existing words. For example ‘:’
is used for “gas cylinder”, ‘:: or :: ’ is used for “gas stove”. It is worth
mentioning that both ‘ and :’ were present in the Kashmiri vocabulary for
different concepts. Moreover, there are Kashmiri words for typhoid, chicken pox, fever
etc. However, at large the borrowed English words have become the integral part of the
Kashmiri vocabulary and the chances of replacing them by native words in the near
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future don’t seem to be overwhelming. The reasons for not using the existing Kashmiri
words for the borrowed words areː
1. The rapid spread of English language through different modes like media, school,
and social network. Using English words is becoming a norm not only among
educated people but also not so educated people of the society
2. The higher prestige attached to English language is also one of the biggest reasons
for using English lexical items in Kashmiri. People are deliberately using English
words because of their attitude towards English as a language of civilized and
upper class people and Kashmiri as a language of less educated or illiterate class.
Therefore, Kashmiri is susceptible to losing the words which are already in the
language due to the less use of a word which is present in its vocabulary or due to the
use of English word for it used most commonly by people. Also, this is the reason
why new words are not coined for the concepts of modern technology because
already English lexical items have got integrated in Kashmiri so well that it won’t
pave way for the need of updating lexical items in Kashmiri. Moreover, even if the
new words are coined by Kashmiri linguists, acceptability and their use by people
will not be encouraging due to their attitudes towards Kashmiri Language.
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